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Greetings, 

Pulsafeeder proudly continues its mission of offering
world-class support and innovative solutions to the
industries that are the backbone to all of our lives. Given
the current environment, we are putting a special focus
on the disinfection and manufacturing of disinfectants
that are more important than ever.

Less MaintenanceLess Maintenance. This month, we announced the Hypo
Valve Addition to the PulsaPro family – which brings
proven technology that's been deployed in the field for
decades (via the Pulsar and Pulsar Shadow pumps) to
our latest PulsaPro line. The Hypo Valve is used for
pumping effervescent fluids such as Sodium
Hypochlorite, which are common in disinfection
applications. The Hypo Valve allows pressurized process
fluid to cyclically flush liquid and vapors through the
pump's discharge check system, while maintaining high
performance and chemical dosing accuracy. This avoids
common issues, such as vapor-lock, which lead to
reduced capacity and inaccurate chemical dosing, while
also preventing unnecessary maintenance work. For
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also preventing unnecessary maintenance work. For
more details, please click on the Press Release
Thumbnail.

Trusted ExpertiseTrusted Expertise. This past month we added new
content to the Disinfection Application Page of pulsa.com
– describing how our diaphragm and gear pumps are
used in municipal and industrial water disinfection
applications – as well as how the pumps are used by
manufacturers to produce a wide variety of disinfectants.
Have a look and contact us to learn more about the
solutions we offer that fit your process.

You may have noticed our Linked In and Twitter feeds
featured a variety of posts commenting on Disinfection
Applications this month. You can view them here:

Linked In
Twitter

When it comes to choosing pumps for disinfectionWhen it comes to choosing pumps for disinfection
applications, Pulsafeeder offers the widest range ofapplications, Pulsafeeder offers the widest range of
customizable gear and diaphragm pumps to meet anycustomizable gear and diaphragm pumps to meet any
need. If there's anything we can do to assist your (or yourneed. If there's anything we can do to assist your (or your
customers') disinfection needs, please contact us today.customers') disinfection needs, please contact us today.
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